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a b s t r a c t
The aim of this study is to provide visual pruning and decision tree selection for classiﬁcation and regression trees. Speciﬁcally, we introduce an unedited tree graph to be made informative for recursive tree
data partitioning. A decision tree is visually selected through a dendrogram-like procedure or through automatic tree-size selection. Our proposal is a one-step procedure whereby the most predictive paths are
visualized. This method appears to be useful in all real world cases where tree-path interpretation is crucial. Experimental evaluations using real world data sets are presented. The performance was very similar
to Classiﬁcation and Regression Trees (CART) benchmarking methodology, showing that our method is a
valid alternative to the well-known method of cost-complexity pruning.

1. Introduction
The milestone book of Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, and
Stone (1984) on Classiﬁcation And Regression Trees (CART)
methodology can be viewed as the precursor to supervised statistical learning introduced by Vapnik (2013). Tree-based methods
adopt a supervised approach owing to the presence of a target
or response variable (either categorical or numerical) driving the
learning process on the basis of a set of predictors (of any type).
There are no probability distribution assumptions and the methodology does not provide a parametric model. A CART decision tree
is used for prediction and it can be considered the prototype of the
Learning Machine (LM) of Vapnik’s theory (1998). Among all candidates, one needs to be identiﬁed to better approximate the supervisor’s response in order to predict/classify new cases of unknown
response value/class.
Several improvements to CART have been proposed over the
years in terms of both speeding up the tree-growing process (Mola
& Siciliano, 2002; Siciliano, 2013; Siciliano, Aria, & Conversano,
2004; Siciliano, Aria, & D’Ambrosio, 2008; Siciliano & Mola, 1998;
20 0 0) and the analysis of nonstandard data (Aria, D’Ambrosio, Iorio, Siciliano, & Cozza, 2018; D’Ambrosio, Aria, Iorio, & Siciliano,
2017; D’Ambrosio & Heiser, 2016; Nerini & Ghattas, 2007; Plaia
& Sciandra, 2017) as well as using three-way/longitudinal data
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(D’Ambrosio & Tutore, 2011; Fokkema, Smits, Zeileis, Hothorn, &
Kelderman, 2018; Giordano & Aria, 2011). Trees are widely used
in supervised classiﬁcation and non-parametric regression for data
mining and prediction (Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman, 2009) as
well as for intelligent data analysis (Berthold & Hand, 2007). In
the literature, to visualize the decision trees, there are proposals
in which nodes have a size proportional to the size sample of objects falling into the node and intensity of color related to the impurity of the node (Urbanek, 2008). Thus, in a classiﬁcation tree
with two-class response, nodes can be assigned one of two different colors, with the node proportion of cases falling into each response class, respectively. Other examples of visualization of decision trees are tree maps (Shneiderman, 1992), circle segment visualization (Ankerst, Ester, & Kriegel, 20 0 0; Ankerst, Keim, & Kriegel,
1996), icicle plots (Barlow & Neville, 2001), hierarchical views, and
radial views (Liu & Salvendy, 2007).
Tree-based methods have been criticized over time. Their
most serious drawback is likely selection bias, where the selection of predictor variables is biased in favor of those offering
more cut-points regardless of their information content (Dobra &
Gehrke, 2001; Hothorn, Hornik, & Zeileis, 2006; Kim & Loh, 2001;
Kononenko, 1995; Loh & Shih, 1997; Siciliano, 2013; White & Liu,
1994). Some proposals outperformed the decision rule in terms of
accuracy, such as to answer the bias-variance dilemma with alternative solutions. Enhancements are provided by ensemble methods (Breiman, 1996; Dietterich, 20 0 0; Freund & Schapire, 1997),
random forest (Breiman, 2001), and by some of their extensions
(e.g. Abellán, Mantas, Castellano, & Moral-García, 2018; Abellán &
Masegosa, 2012; Bai, 2017). Hitherto, all these approaches have not
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Fig. 1. Tree model comparison (10 0 0 bootstrap replications) between CART and VIS of the size (at the top) and misclassiﬁcation rate (at the bottom) in supervised classiﬁcation.

provided a single tree structure for prediction, therefore denying
the interpretability advantage of a tree graph identifying the most
predictive paths. The ﬁnal assignment of one object is induced by a
suitable combination of tree structures. Nevertheless, recursive partitioning methods are still extremely popular because of their ease
of interpretability, which is a priority for machine learning and for
data mining research (Fayyad, Wierse, & Grinstein, 2002; Freitas,
2004; Johansson, Linusson, Löfström, & Boström, 2018; Martens,
Vanthienen, Verbeke, & Baesens, 2011; Piltaver, Luštrek, Gams, &
Martinčić-Ipšić, 2016).
This paper provides a one-step procedure for growing an informative binary tree where pruning and decision tree selection can
be visually obtained. The main issue of the unedited tree structure is that the edges linking two nodes are geometrically identiﬁed such as to be informative of the recursive tree data partitioning. They are linked with a not decreasing function measuring
the gain in impurity rate in the learning sample, thus providing a
dendrogram-like output.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the CART
methodology. In Section 3 we introduce the concept of informative
tree and the visual pruning and selection methods. Section 4 shows

the experimental performance of the proposed approach using real
world data sets. Concluding remarks end the paper.
2. Classiﬁcation and regression trees in a nutshell
Trees are so useful and frequently used, because they have
some important advantages, mainly due to the hierarchical data
representation. A tree is a connected and oriented graph characterized by a set of linked nodes, in which any two nodes are connected by exactly one simple path. The starting node is the root,
end nodes are the leaves (drawn as square boxes), in between is
a set of internal nodes (drawn as circles). Any internal node is a
parent node of child nodes connected by a directed edge. A tree
can be represented by either a top down or bottom up hierarchical
structure. Two properties are satisﬁed: the shape property, where
each node may have a ﬁxed number of child nodes; the heap property, where each node is greater than or equal to each of its children according to some comparison predicate, which is ﬁxed for
the entire data structure. For the sake of brevity, in the following
we assume binary trees, where any node t has a left node 2t and
a right node 2t + 1. The common predicate is the splitting crite-
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Fig. 2. Tree model comparison (10 0 0 bootstrap replications) between CART and VIS of the size (at the top) and mean squared error (at the bottom) in non-parametric
regression.

rion when passing from the parent node to the two child nodes.
We consider a learning sample L = {y|X} where the N−vector y includes the measurements of the response or target variable Y. The
matrix X includes N row vectors xn = (xn1 , . . . , xnM ) of measurements of M predictors (X1 , . . . , XM ) of a numerical or categorical
type, with N being the number of observed cases or objects. This
sample is recursively partitioned so as to provide subgroups that
are internally homogeneous and externally heterogeneous with respect to the target. Predictors play the role of generating the set
of candidate splits (by dichotomizing their measurements into two
subgroups), each induces a possible split of the objects into two
subgroups. CART maximizes at any node t the decrease of impurity
when passing from the parent node to its children:

(t, s ) = i(t ) − [i(2t ) p(2t ) + i(2t + 1 ) p(2t + 1 )]

(2.1)

where s is any candidate split within the set of all possible splits
Q of all predictors, and p(2t) and p(2t + 1 ) are the proportions of
objects falling into the left and right child nodes, respectively.
In classiﬁcation trees, impurity can be expressed by the Gini in
dex of heterogeneity i(t ) = 1 − j p( j|t ) where p(j|t) is the proportion of objects falling into the j-th response class for j = 1, . . . , J

at node t. In regression trees, impurity can be expressed by the

2
deviance of the response values i(t ) = n (yn − ȳ(t )) (for n =
1, . . . , Nt ) where ȳ(t ) is the mean value of the Nt response values
at node t.
To each leave of the tree is assigned a response value/class by
the mean/modal value. The set of leaves describes a partition of
the given sample of objects, each path of the tree provides sequential conditions of the predictors measurement yielding one leaf.
Trees with leaves can be used for exploratory analysis in order to understand the dependence relationships between the target
variable and the predictors. Trees can be also used for prediction
of a response class/value of a new object. The quality of the prediction can be evaluated in terms of the misclassiﬁcation rate or
mean square error estimates based on a learning sample (too optimistic), test sample (requires large sample size), or cross-validation
(for small sample size). In the trade-off between bias and variance it is necessary to identify the proper tree model complexity.
Large tree structures are inaccurate because of a too large variance
(too much sample sensitivity) whereas tree-models with too few
leaves are inaccurate because of a large bias (not enough ﬂexibility). CART methodology suggests growing the maximal expanded
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Fig. 3. The maximum tree: CART (a) and VIS (b). In (b) the red dashed line indicates the cutting line in accordance with the visual pruning. (Credit data set). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

tree using the learning sample, then ﬁnding a sequence of nested
pruned trees (cutting off at each step the weakest link in terms of
a cost-complexity parameter), and ﬁnally, selecting the best pruned
tree on the basis of the cross-validation or test sample estimate of
the misclassiﬁcation rate or mean square error.

edges have respectively non-informative size and length. For the
sake of brevity, we focus attention on the edge size such as to be
informative. Speciﬁcally, the edges will have length proportional to
the impurity reduction when passing from the parent node to the
child, thus the edges will not necessarily have the same length. We
use the following notation and terminology:

3. Informative trees and visual pruning trees
3.1. Informative binary tree

•
•

Here, we introduce the concept of Informative Tree for classiﬁcation and regression. Main idea is to visualize the impurity proportional reduction for tree growing. In a standard tree, nodes and

•

the nodes edge lz,t is the link from the node z to the node t;
the nodes path P t,z ≡ {t, . . . , z} is a set of edges to be crossed to
reach node z starting from node t;
the path depth P˜t,z ≡ card (Pt,z ) is the cardinality of the set Pt,z ,
thus the number of edges of the path Pt,z ;
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Fig. 4. Visual tree size selection. The red horizontal line indicates the threshold gain value (set equal to 0.01). The black vertical line identiﬁes the selected decision tree.
(Credit data set). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. CART pruning sequence. (Credit data set) .
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Fig. 6. The pruned tree: CART (a) and VIS (b). (Credit data set).
•

•

•

•
•

•

the node depth d (t ) ≡ P˜ 1,t is the number of edges from the root
t = 1 to the node t;
the node height h(t ) ≡ maxz P˜t,z is the number of edges from the
node t to the deepest leaf, thus it is the maximum path depth
for any z;
the tree height H (T ) ≡ maxt P˜ 1,t is the maximum node depth
from the root node;
the branch Tt is a subtree hold by the node t;
a full binary tree is a binary tree in which each node has exactly
zero or two children;
a complete binary tree is a binary tree, which is completely
ﬁlled, with the possible exception of the bottom level, which
is ﬁlled from left to right.

A complete binary tree is a very special tree with the maximum
number of leaves for a given height. The height of a complete binary tree with H nodes is at most O(logH).

pretation of the exploratory tree and to provide a visual selection
criterion by which to choose the best decision tree for the prediction of new cases.
Let Pt,z be the path from the starting node t to any descendant
z of the branch Tt held by the node t. When the starting node is
the root of the tree we indicate the path as P1,z . By deﬁnition, the
depth path of the root of a tree is null as it has no incoming edges.
Let rPt,z = [rk ] be the path index vector for which the entries rk
are the numbers denoting the nodes of the path Pt,z in the ordered
list from node t to node z, for k = 1, . . . , K with K = P˜t,z + 1. We
deﬁne for any node z ∈ P1,z the level Lz as the number of elements
in the path index vector rP1,z . For the root of a tree we deﬁne its
level as L1 = L1,z + 1. Consequently, the root of the tree always has
a level equal to one.
For any path Pt,z we deﬁne the path decrease of impurity from
the node t to the its descendant z within the branch Tt as:

3.2. Visual pruning and selection method

Vz (Tt ) = i(t ) p(t ) − i(z ) p(z ),

In the following, we introduce a visual tree model selection
method. This is based on the deﬁnition of a new way to represent
the tree structure using a node-link diagram in which the edges of
the tree have different lengths depending on the decrease of impurity of the response variable when passing from any node to its
children. There are two main advantages of this representation: to
add meaningful statistical measures of the tree quality to the inter-

where i(t) and i(z) are the impurity measures of the response variable in the nodes t and z with the proportions of cases equal to p(t)
and p(z), respectively. It is worth noting that the path decrease of
impurity from the node t can be evaluated considering any node
z belonging to the branch Tt , either internal or terminal. Vz (Tt ) explains the predictive strength of a split starting from t on its child
node z.

(3.1)
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Fig. 7. CART approach: Tree pruning sequence (a) and selected decision tree (b). (Concrete Compressive Strength data set) .

It can be shown that:


Vz (Tt ) =
[i(rk ) p(rk ) − i(rk+1 ) p(rk+1 )].

(3.2)

k

Let t be the parent node with children nodes 2t and (2t + 1 ) on
the left and right side, respectively. The paths Pt,2t and Pt ,2t +1 are
paths with depth path equal to one by deﬁnition. These are called
one-step paths. The edges connecting the parent node and its children nodes can be visualized with a length proportional to the
one-step path decrease of impurity as follows:

V2t (Tt ) = i(t ) p(t ) − i(2t ) p(2t ),
V2t+1 (Tt ) = i(t ) p(t ) − i(2t + 1 ) p(2t + 1 ).

(3.3)

V (T ) =
(3.4)

For any node t of the tree T it is possible to deﬁne a measure of
quality of the partitioning procedure by considering the relative
measure of the path decrease of impurity from the root node to
its descendant t as follows:

Vt (T ) =

i(1 ) − i(t )
,
i (1 )

way to represent a tree structure motivates us to deﬁne an alternative model selection procedure based on the informative trees.
Each internal node is an equally likely candidate to be the point
that identiﬁes a cut to the depth level of the structure. In this way,
given any node candidate as a cutting point, for each path that
spans the ideal cutting line, the nodes departing from it will become terminal.
Furthermore, an overall improvement of the tree structure with
respect to the root node can be evaluated by a weighted sum of
the node impurity reductions in the terminal nodes of the tree T.
We deﬁne the tree Impurity Proportional Reduction (tree IPR) as:

(3.5)

where 0 ≤ Vt (T) ≤ 1 by deﬁnition. This can be called node Impurity Proportional Reduction (node IPR). It measures the predictive
strength of the entire path P1,t and can be interpreted as a quality index of the descendant node t. An indexing measure is associated with the tree structure describing the gain in the partitioning
level-by-level. The properties of Vt (T) measure linked to this new



Vh (T ) p(h ),

(3.6)

h∈HT

where HT is the set of terminal nodes of the tree T and p(h) is the
proportion of cases for each node h ∈ HT .
The V(T) measure is not decreasing the purity values of the tree.
By deﬁnition V(T), the root of a tree is equal to 0.
In this way, we propose a visual pruning approach to select automatically the best decision tree. With respect to the CART benchmarking methodology (Breiman et al., 1984) our proposal did not
ﬁnd a sequence of nested pruned trees. Moreover, in absence of
a very large data set, we did not apply the CV approach to select the decision tree, ensuring both a signiﬁcant lower computational cost and improving the statistical interpretation of the overall results compared with the CART procedure. As better stated in
Hastie et al. (2009), when the data set is not suﬃciently large to be
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Fig. 8. VIS approach: Visual Pruning (a) and selected decision tree (b). In (a) the red dashed line indicates the cutting line in accordance with the visual pruning. (Concrete
Compressive Strength data set). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

divided into two sub-samples, the cross-validation (CV) approach
is not the best one because it is an unstable procedure to search
the decision tree (many candidate trees are generated by random
sampling). Nevertheless, it is well-known that the CV method has
a heavy computational burden (Blockeel & Struyf, 2002).
The innovative contribution of our proposal refers to validation
tree procedure; speciﬁcally, it refers to both tree pruning and decision tree selection. Once the expanded tree has been generated,
the decision tree can be visually selected by considering the purity
gain with respect to the complexity of the tree. More formally, we
deﬁne a threshold (Tv ) measuring the purity gain of a tree when
switching from a larger tree to a smaller one in terms of terminal
nodes as:

(Tv ) = ||V (Tv ) − V (Tv−1 )|| ≤ ε ,

(3.7)

where V(Tv ) and V (Tv−1 ) are the tree IPR for the tree T with HT
and JT leaves, respectively; (HT > JT ) and ε is a positive parameter.
If the purity gain is higher after adding a terminal node h, the tree
with h leaves is chosen.
By considering a sequence of trees of increasing purity (or decreasing impurity), we choose the decision tree for ε = 0.01. The
justiﬁcation for the threshold value is based on empirical evidence,
as suggested by the experimental evaluation shown in Section 4.
On the other hand, when dealing with very large data sets we
take into account the standard errors (SE); namely, the 0 − SErule
and 1 − SErule. The ﬁrst one chooses the pruned tree produc-

ing the smallest error estimate on an independent test set. The
1 − SErule chooses the pruned tree producing estimates within one
standard error of the minimum.
Nevertheless, even if we adopt both the 0 − SErule and the 1 −
SErule to select the ﬁnal tree, the prediction error of our proposal
is comparable with that of CART benchmarking methodology.
In any case, we want to stress that by following the CART approach, no information is contained in the lengths of paths as well
as in the levels of tree. Moreover, in a CART decision tree, which
is obtained by a test-set pruning sequence, there is a lack of information on goodness of splits, purity of nodes, and goodness of
tree. On the other hand, the visual tree model selection method is
a one-step procedure wherein the most predictive paths are visualized. The visual pruning tree provides a quantitative characterization of the trade-off between the complexity of the tree structure
and the quality of ﬁtting the training data. This return to a pruned
tree that is really similar to one coming from the cost-complexity
pruning of the CART methodology without computing the needed
nested sequence of sub-trees.

4. Case-study results
In the framework of the CART methodology, we want to
demonstrate the successful use of a visual model instead of the
classic pruning procedure. Our approach, named VIS in the follow-
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Fig. 9. CART approach: Tree pruning sequence (a) and selected decision tree (b). (Statlog (German Credit Data) data set).
Table 1
Data set description. The

∗

symbol indicates the data set for which CV is not used.

Repository

Data set

Continue

Categorical

Response

Instances

Decisia SPAD
UCI Machine Learning

Credit
Car Evaluation∗
Iris Plants
Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer
Glass Identiﬁcation
Abalone∗
Airelons∗
Delta Airelons∗
Housing

2
–
4
10
9
7
40
6
12

11
6
–

Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous

468
1,728
150
569
214
4,177
13,750
7,129
506

LIACC

ing discussion, can be used to build trees using both supervised
classiﬁcation and non-parametric regression.
To evaluate the performance of the VIS we performed applications on freely available data sets. We compared the results of our
proposal with the CART methodology. In all the ﬁgures depicting
the trees, a distinction is made between terminal nodes, denoted
by square boxes, and non-terminal nodes, denoted by circles.
Data analysis was performed with our own routines written in
MATLAB. The codes are available from the authors on request.
Table 1 gives a brief description of the data sets used for
the experimental comparison between CART and VIS. The ﬁrst
column indicates the repositories providing the data sets. The
sources are www.spadsoft.com for Decisia SPAD, for UCI machine learning repository (Dheeru & Karra Taniskidou, 2017) https:
//archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html and http://www.dcc.fc.up.pt
/∼ltorgo/Regression/DataSets.html for LIACC. The name for each
data set, such as available from the mentioned repositories, is re-

–
1
–
–
1

ported in the second column. The third and fourth columns describe the types of variables contained in each data set. The response column indicates the target variable. The last column indicates the dimension of each data set. For data sets with a ∗ symbol, the estimation of the error rate is computed by test set estimate. For each data set 10 0 0 bootstrap replications were run.
The empirical evidence suggests how CART and VIS return similar outcomes. For each run, we counted the number of times
the decision tree was automatically selected by pruning. Finally,
we observed that the tree-based structure with the level of the
purity gain measured by (Tv ) deﬁned in Eq. (3.7) is immediately lower than 0.01. In any case, for approximately 8% of the
cases (most of them for the CAR data set), the decision tree selected by the visual pruning approach had more terminal nodes
than produced by the classical CART procedure. Figs. 1 and 2 display boxplots of tree size and error rate for the supervised classiﬁcation and non-parametric regression procedures, respectively.
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Fig. 10. VIS approach: Visual pruning (a) and selected decision tree (b). In (a) the red dashed line indicates the cutting line in according with the visual pruning. (Statlog
(German Credit Data) data set). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

As can be noticed by looking at both the ﬁgures, the visual tree
dimension is very similar to the CART one, and the variability
in the error rates for the visual tree is comparable with that for
CART.
Thus, the proposed approach suggests adopting an automatic
tree-size selection in order to visually select the decision tree.
Let (Tv ) be the gain in impurity rate in the learning sample.
The selection of a decision tree is determined by the following
rule:
1. Set a threshold gain for (Tv );
2. Select the smaller tree for which the purity level is less than or
equal to the threshold gain value.
It is straightforward that different threshold values provide different tree structures. In what follows, we set a threshold gain
equal to 1%. This value appears to be a reasonable choice according
to the experimental comparison discussed above.
A credit data set is used as an example to gain more insight
into the proposed method. A classiﬁcation tree was performed on
this data set. Fig. 3 shows the corresponding maximum expanded
tree according to the CART approach (a) and the output of our proposal (b). For simplicity of illustration, no number indicating the
nodes, no square boxes for leaves, no circles for internal nodes, nor
the splitting criterion are depicted in Fig. 3(b). In the classical visualization (Fig. 3(a)) no information is contained in either the length
of paths or the levels of a tree. In Fig. 3(b), the measures V(T) and

Vt (T) are graphically displayed on the left axis of the visual tree,
showing the purity gain for both tree (external side) and single
node (internal side). Moreover, a tree badness of ﬁt, measured by
the error rate on the training sample (R(T)) is on the right axis of
the visual tree.
Fig. 3(b), at ﬁrst sight, indicates the relative importance of the
splits, showing the contribution of the nodes with a lower node
IPR to the tree badness of ﬁt. Note that overall improvement of
tree structure V(T) is proportional to the misclassiﬁcation error on
the training sample R(T). Because this data set is not large enough
to be divided in two sub-samples, we do not apply CV methodology to select the decision tree. Thus, to select the decision tree
we consider the purity gain with respect to the complexity of the
tree measured by (Tv ) deﬁned in Eq. 3.7. Fig. 4 is a plot of the
(Tv ) measure (on the vertical axis) and the trees with a different
number of terminal nodes (on the horizontal axis). Fig. 4 shows
for each node level, the difference in terms of purity gain in the
transition from a tree with v terminal nodes to one with (v + 1 )
leaves with respect to the root node. By applying our algorithm,
we can visually choose the decision tree for which (Tv ) ≤ 0.01. It
results in a tree with 10 terminal nodes (as depicted in Fig. 6(b)).
In accordance with the CART procedure, Fig. 5 shows the pruning
sequence, which suggests selection of the subtree with 13 terminal nodes (as depicted in Fig. 6(a)). Note that the CV errors for the
CART procedure are unstable, while the error rate for VIS is equal
to 0.22. Fig. 6 shows the selected decision trees. This ﬁgure shows
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Fig. 11. CART approach: Tree pruning sequence (a) and selected decision tree (b). (Airfoil Self-Noise data set).
Table 2
Prediction errors for the data set.
test set and a training set.
Repository

UCI Machine Learning

∗∗

symbol indicates the data sets split into a

Dataset

Concrete Compressive Strength
Statlog (German Credit Data)∗ ∗
Airfoil Self-Noise∗ ∗

Prediction error
CART

VIS

0.17
0.26
0.40

0.21
0.27
0.43

the CART decision tree (a) and the visual decision tree (b), immediately highlighting that the advantages of the proposed approach
include both interpretability and computational saving.
In the following, to evaluate again the performance of our proposal we also consider different freely available data sets. Table 2
in the ﬁrst column indicates a data repository providing real world
data sets, of which the name is reported in the second column.
The last columns of Table 2 show the prediction errors obtained
from both CART and VIS approach. The prediction error was normalized with respect to those of the root node to obtain an error
measure in [0, 1]. The quality of this prediction was evaluated in
terms of the misclassiﬁcation rate estimates, considering CV for the
data sets without symbols ∗∗ . On the other hand, for the data sets
with ∗∗ symbols, a test set was used on the tree validated through
CV. As shown in Table 2 the prediction errors for both procedures
are quite similar.

The regression tree was performed on Concrete Compressive
Strength data set (Yeh, 1998). It consists of 1030 observations on
which eight continuous variables were observed together with a
numerical response variable. Fig. 7 shows (a) the CART pruning sequence which suggests selection of the subtree with 61 terminal
nodes and (b) the selected decision tree. Fig. 8 shows (a) the visual pruning and (b) the decision tree with 21 leaves.
Statlog (German Credit Data) is a data set used to predict credit
applications in Germany. It comprises 10 0 0 instances (loan applicants) and has 20 variables (7 continuous and 13 categorical). Because the type of the response is binary (bad or good), we performed a classiﬁcation tree. This data set was randomly split into
a learning set (70%) and a test set (30%). Fig. 9 shows (a) the CART
pruning sequence and (b) the selected decision tree with seven
leaves. By looking at the sub ﬁgure (a) the minimum occurs at a
tree size with about seven terminal nodes (using the 1 − SErule).
Fig. 10 displays (a) the visual pruning in accordance with the test
error rate (external values on the axis on the left side) calculated
with the 1 − SErule and (b) the selected visual decision tree with
seven terminal nodes. As can be noticed, the selected decision
trees have the same number of terminal nodes and the prediction
errors shown in Table 2) are very similar.
The Airfoil Self-Noise data set has 1503 observations, with ﬁve
continuous variables observed together with a numerical response
variable. Data were randomly split into a learning set and a test
set of size equal to 53% and 47% of the entire data set, respec-
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Fig. 12. VIS approach: Visual Pruning (a) and selected decision tree (b). In (a) the red dashed line indicates the cutting line in accordance with the visual pruning. (Airfoil
Self-Noise data set). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

tively. For this application, the quality of the tree was evaluated
in terms of the mean squared error estimates considering either
the learning sample or the test sample. Fig. 11 shows (a) the CART
pruning sequence and (b) the selected decision tree with 17 leaves.
Fig. 12 displays (a) the visual pruning in accord with the test error rate (using the “one-standard-error” rule) and (b) the selected
visual decision tree.

ment with the proposed approach can be considered an alternative to the well-known cost-complexity pruning, which reduces the
computational cost and also improves the statistical interpretation
of the overall results. It is worth noting that in the visual pruning, the identiﬁcation of the best tree and the weakest links can
be immediately achieved by graphic analysis of the tree structure
without considering the pruning sequence.

5. Concluding remarks
Credit author statement
In this study, we introduced visual pruning and decision tree
selection for classiﬁcation and regression trees. The unedited tree
structure is characterized by edges connecting two nodes geometrically identiﬁed to be made informative for recursive data partitioning. The proposed one-step procedure visualizing the most predictive path is able to visually indicate necessary pruning and then
select the decision tree. Speciﬁcally, owing to the introduction of
a not decreasing function measuring the gain in impurity rate in
the learning sample, we provide a dendrogram-like tree structure.
The informative tree has been validated in real world case studies.
Our proposal is compared with Classiﬁcation And Regression Tree
(CART) benchmarking methodology. The results show good agree-
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